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ON THE CHARACTERIZATION OF SOUSLIN AND BOREL SETS

R.-D.REISS

ABSTRACT. Let I be an arbitrary family of sets in the basic set X.

In this paper Souslin-I sets are represented as projections on  X of certain

rrS-sets in the cartesian product space of X  and the Baire space (or X  and

the real line).  For L-l sets (i.e. Souslin sets defined with disjoint unions;

ensembles d'unicite) injective projections are considered.  The results also

apply to Borel-I sets since the system of L-l sets includes the Borel-I sets

under suitable conditions.

1. Introduction.  When investigating Borel and Souslin sets as contin-

uous images of some simpler sets one should be aware of the following two

results:  (a) Each set in a topological space is the continuous, injective

image of an open set in a compact Hausdorff space (see [l]).   Furthermore,

using the discrete topology it is obvious that (b) each set in a topological

space is the continuous, injective image of a set being open and closed in

a metric space.  The problem of finding nontrivial domains is solved here by

constructing the topological product of the given space and the Baire space

or the real numbers.  In this way it is often possible to transfer the topolog-

ical properties of the given space to the domain of the mapping.  As applica-

tions of our results, we obtain some well-known theorems which have been

proved by techniques different from each other.  Our approach reveals that

"injective" representations are typical for L-sets; the additional set-

theoretical and topological assumptions which have been used to obtain the

corresponding result for Borel sets simply guarantee that these sets are con-

tained in the system of L-sets.

2. Notations and preliminaries.  Suppose   A is a family of sets.   A

denotes the family of differences of two elements of  X.   X^ (respectively,

J^g) denotes the family of all countable unions (intersections) of elements

of  X.   Borel-X is the smallest family which contains  X  and is closed under

differences and countable unions.  Let  R (respectively, N) denote the set of

all real numbers (nonnegative integers).  Let I = N     denote the Baire space

and denote by  l(x) = \a £ /:  a\n = x\, x£ N" ,  the Baire intervals where

a = (ai\eN an^ a\n = (ai' • • • ' an^- Souslin-X is the family of all sets of

the form
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(2.D u n "M«)
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for some functions  H on \a\n:  a e I,  neN\ to   X.  L-X is the family of all

sets of the form (2.1) with f]n€NiHia\n) n W(a|«)) = 0   for  a ^ a.  It is

well known that

(2.2) Souslin-(Souslin-X) = Souslin-X,

(2.3) L-(L-X) = L-X,

(2.4) Souslin-X is closed under countable unions and countable inter-

sections, and

(2.5) L-X  is closed under countable disjoint unions and countable in-

tersections.

For sets  A C X x Y   let   I1.,(A) denote the projection of A  on  X.

Ilv-('4) is called the injective projection of A  if Lly|A  is injective.

Suppose  X is a topological space.  Let X(X), J(X),  and [jiX) denote

the family of compact, closed and open sets in  X.  When no confusion can

arise we use  K, A  and  §  for these families.

3. The results.  In the first part of this section our results are mainly

of set-theoretical character.   For the sake of reference we include assertion

(3.1) which is essentially known   (see [5, Theorem 2,  p. 343], where the set

B  is written in a different form).

Hereafter, let   X be a family of sets in  X.

Lemma 1.  Let  Ae 5ozzs/z't2-X  be of the form (2.1).   Then

(3.D ux(b) = a for b = n„eNLUv"("« x '(*))•
// we have disjoint summation in (2.1) then, additionally,

(3.2) II^-lB  zs injective.

Proof. Because ol\Jx€NniHix) x /(*)) = \Jae,iHia\n) x jo. j),  and (W(a|«)x

ja!) n (r/(a|«) x \o\\) = 0  for a ^ a,  we obtain

B = U   f|   iHia\n)x\a.\).
ae' 72£N

Now (3.1) and (3.2) follow in a direct way.

Remark 2.  The Baire intervals  lix),  xe N",  are open and closed in  /

and  7(x) n /(x) = 0 for x,   x £ N" with x ^ x.   This implies for topological

spaces  X that

(3.3) B  is a closed set in  X x / if  A£ Souslin-J"(X),  and

(3.4) B  is a §s-set in  X x / if A £ Souslin-g(X).

To prove (3.3) use the fact that   X x / is the topological sum of the

spaces  X x lix), x £ N",  equipped with the relative topology.

(3-3) together with (3.1) yields that a Souslin-.l(X) set is the projec-

tion on  X  of a closed set in the space  X x / (see, e.g., [5, Theorem 5,

p. 352]).  By (3.2) we know that a  L-AiX) set is an injective projection on
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X of a closed set in  X x L  Since  /  is a complete separable metric space,

this proves the converse of a result given by Kunugui [4, Theorems 4 and 7J:

For topological spaces  X  and complete, separable metric spaces   V,  the

(injective) projection on  X  of a Souslin-J set (L-J set) in  X x Y  is a

Souslin-J set (L-J set) in  X.   (Read, additionally, "injective" when

Souslin-J is replaced by L-A.)

The results of Lemma 1 will be reconsidered with the Baire space

topologically embedded in the space of the real numbers.  As a preparatory

step we prove

Lemma 3.  Let I  be a subset of some set  Y,  and let %  be a family of

sets in   Y.   Assume that M  is closed under finite unions and finite intersec-

tions.   Let  /eJli^j   and l(x) £ \A n 7:   AefHJ for all  x£N".  n £ N.   Then

the set B  given in Lemma I has the representation

B =  0   U  (Hf i x M    .)
ieN jeN

with H. . £ X  and M. .£%,   i, j£ N.
i,l i,l '

Proof.  Let  / = C\ieNT. and l(x) = / n S(x) tot xe N" where T.,  S(x)

£ Ma. Then, for each n£ N,

IJ    (H(x) x /GO) =    [J   ((X x 7) n (H(x) x S(x)))
xeNn xeNi

= (X x 7) n   |J    (77(x) x S(x))

xeNn

= f) ((X x T.) n   IJ   (H(x) x S(x)A
ieN   ^ xeN" '

= n u ((x x T? °(y(x) x s(x)))

= D   U   (-^^ x ̂ i n SW)).
ieN xeN"

Let  T. = N   „T.  .  and  5(x) = lJ.e.i.W with  T. ., 5 .(x) e JlJ.  Then
r      v-';eN    2,; ^SjeN  ; i,j      ;

r|n5W"y((^iT'-*)n(H5*U)))

and, hence,  T. O ,S(x) e JH^.

This, together with the identity proved  above, immediately implies the

assertion.

To include Borel sets in our considerations, we prove the following

lemma (which extends [3, §34, ll]).

Lemma 4.

(3.5)  If X C L-A  and X_ C L-A,  then Borel-A C L-A.
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(3.6)  // X  is closed under finite unions and X_ C XCT,  then  X^ C L-X.

Proof.  By Zorn's lemma there exists a maximal system JI  of sets in

L-X  such that   X c)l and Ji_ C L-X.  Applying (2.5), we find, by some

standard caluclations, that  R  is closed under differences and countable

unions.  This proves (3.5).

(3.6) follows in an analogous way as [2, 42, 2.2].

If X is a complete, separable metric space, then Borel-J~ = L-J (see,

e.g., [3, pp. 192 and 276]).

Extending a result in [6] (for compact metric spaces and separable

metric spaces), we obtain for compact sets:

Proposition 5.  Let X be a topological space.   If K_ C L-K,  then

L-K = Borel-K.

Since this proposition is not needed in our further considerations the

proof is omitted.

Theorem 6.  Lei1  X  be a topological space and let  X£ \K, A, yl.   Each

Souslin-J, set (L-X set) in  X is the (injective) projection on  X of a  X^g-

set in  Xx R.   Furthermore, if X_ C L-X, then each Borel-% set in X  is the

injective projection on X of a X^g-sez1 in X x R.

ProoL  Let  p  be  a   homeomorphism from  / to the space  /  of the irra-

tional numbers (the existence of p is well known).  Then the Lemmas 1 and 3

hold true for /  and p(l(x))  in place of  /  and 7(x), respectively.   Further-

more,  pilix))  is open and closed in  /.   Since /   is a L,g-set and a K^g-set in

R,  Lemma 3 is applicable with   Y = R  and JU £ \K, J, §! and yields the

assertion for Souslin sets and L-sets.

For Borel sets the assertion follows from Lemma 4.

We remark that  R  can be replaced by [0, l] in Theorem 6.

For Borel sets and X = K,  Theorem 6 extends slightly a result given by

Sion [7] saying that each Borel-K set in a Hausdorff space with property I

(i.e.  Jv_ C KJ) is the'continuous, injective image of a K^g-set in a Hausdorff

space with property I.  Notice that  X x R  is a Hausdorff space with property

I if this holds for X.  To prove this apply [7, Theorem 3-5].  By (3.6) we

know that K_ C Ka implies  K_ C L-K.

The following theorem generalizes a result of Hausdorff [3, §34, IV]

namely that a Souslin-J' set (Borel-J" set) in  R" is the (injective) projection

on  R" of a bs*set in/?"     .   Remember that § C 5^,   e.g., in metric spaces.

Theorem 7.  Let X be a topological space such that § C Jz(r.   Then

each Souslin-A set (L-J set, Borel-'3: set) in X  is the (injective) projection

°f a §8"se' *B X x R.
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Proof. We shall apply the following identities:

(3.7) L-§(X) = L-CJ(X)

and

(3.8) Souslin-g(X) = Souslin-j"(X).

We shall only prove (3-7) since (3-8) follows similarly.  g C Aa implies

J C gs.  By (2.5),  j" C L-g.  Hence, by (2.3),   CA9 C L-g.  Conversely, by

(2.5) and (3.6),  gc L-J.  Hence, by (2.3),  L-g C L-J,  and (3-7) is proved.

(3.7) and (3.8), together with Theorem 6 (with   X = g), immediately

imply the assertion.

We remark that g(X) C 5AX) implies  g(X x R) C j"a(X x R).
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